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Dear Dick, CJ 4'4'11 

Deja-vu? 

Here we have this big CIA flap, I've a new book loaded with CIA and with what is 
very relevant to this, to their word if they give it on any level - even to Ford's 
capability es having= investigation of their, domestic aotivity made. 

Again the timing is peefect, the content now and hot, and no commercial publication 
was in prospect and the wholesalers who have it have not put it out. 

Can you imagLne what this book could do still? Or more, could have done had it 
been available when it got an intereation and large news piny? 

Any ideas? 

What eerie me think of you is not this but the unclosed, from today's Wash. Post. 
If any record company could use a collated version of the tapes Nixon releaged, 

in comparison with the MaNixon (opAate and translation of McCoy) remember, we have that 
done to cutting, perhaps slight reassembling. 

Possible title, if those for records eon be longer: "Ii am Not a Liar?" by 
Richard ("I A, Not a Crooe) Nixon; "The Deep Throat of Richard Nixon;" (What a gag with rmps!A "The Deep Throat of Richard Nixon," 33 rpm); "The Hangout Road of Richard Nixone 
the Hangout Way of Richard Nixone if no straight title, puns are almost limitless. 

Other work has prevented completing the draft of my Watergate book. However, 
I had to lay it aside when it had been completed except for the conclusions. his waz 
before the Water:I.ete conspiracy trial. And no changes are necessary from any unexpected  
revelation, 	of t e points I wanted to ;lam. 

The Ray case took much - and such out of me. 
We've been to the Sieve= Court once and won when it refused to accept a stay 

asked by the State on unprecedented discovery we'd won. Now by the 6th the Court wants 
arguments on whether it should grant, cart on the ineue of discovery under habeas corpus. 

The young lawyer, ay colleague in this new book, and 1-  ea& one Lelluve recerd 
in the hearing. Senior counsel have not yet stopped fuckieg up, but despite them the 
record is, in additfwn to overwhelming on the issues, clone to totally exculpatory on 
the fact. C was able to do this by the means I devised for addroaeing "effectivenese" 
of counsel. How can A say Percy Foreman ie an incompetent? Be dien't chow, by the way. 
The actual conditoone were worse than in a natio, counsellor. There was one de y the 
lawyers questioned :Jim witnesses in a row when none had interviewed any and none had 
seen the questions there were to ask until I gem) them to them early in the e.m. and 
then went off to do other work. But the witnesses were good, holding up. No way to try 
a law-euit?,.o alternative in this case. 

'Rope yeu all have a good year. 

23eet, 


